“TRUE”
CONSPIRACIES

James K. Lambert

In a December 23, 2013 article on THE BLAZE entitled, "A Chart of Some of the Wildest Conspiracy
Theories That Actually Turned Out to Be True!" it states that, "there is a small kernel of truth to be found in
many of the more popular conspiracy theories from the 20th century." Pointing to the following chart as
proof of this, they backhandedly suggest that conspiracists might be on to something and we should not
dismiss conspiracy theories all together; a message that was not lost on the many readers who
commented below the piece. But that is not how I read this so-called evidence.
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To begin with, none of these five examples is what you could reasonably call one of, "the more popular
conspiracy theories from the 20th century." We all know that if you asked your family, friends, or a random
sampling of strangers, "What are some of the popular conspiracy theories from the 20th century?" they would
tell you about the government murdering JFK, RFK, MLK, or faking the Moon landing and the Holocaust,
etc. Whether you believe these things or not, these are the stories, lies, that everyone understands to be
popular, "conspiracy theories."
The stories on this chart, which have, "a small kernel of truth," also include a great deal of misinformation
and, as the old saying goes, "a half truth is a whole lie." Telling you one or two details out of context, and
even lying about the context, does not make you generally truthful, just because some "kernel" of something
you said is grounded in reality. Let us consider each case and some of the relevant details that Criminal
Justice Degree Hub and THE BLAZE got wrong.

1) The alleged theory here is that, "The government has developed a gun that can cause fatal heart attacks."
As with all these examples, they never cite an actual conspiracy theorists who had this alleged theory prior
to the facts coming out. But let us assume that someone theorized this at some point; what is the big deal
and how is this a conspiracy? The U.S. Government, throughout many departments and agencies, is working
on weaponry all the time; it is part of what we expect them to do for national defense.
As for this particular weapon, at the Senate hearings where the subject was brought up for the first time
publicly, the witness says the gun could "potentially" kill a person without detection. There is no evidence
that it actually worked or that it was ever used on anyone, let alone that it was used as part of an illegal
conspiracy.

2) This alleged theory states, "The CIA is spying on American journalists and controlling the media." It is
fairly common for conspiracists to claim that, "the government" (as if it were a monolithic entity), or some
element within it, or some force outside of it, is controlling the media. This is a ridiculously impossible task
in a society such as the U.S., where anyone can start a new media outlet, especially now in the Internet Age,
and express almost any POV they want. Nor is it possible, as some wish to believe, that the MSM
(mainstream media) can be controlled. The fact that you can find examples of this or that government
agency, interest group, political party, or politician being able to get something in or out of some media outlet
hardly changes this fact.
It is also false that President Kennedy was the first to monitor civilians. Wiretapping in particular has been
practiced for almost as long as there has been widespread use of wires. The First and Second World War
as well as the communist scares of the nineteen teens and late forties were particularly active with "domestic
spying" (as it is now called). For a long time there was nothing defined in the law or in court rulings that
would even prevent such tactics, and it is still reasonable to argue that the Executive Branch has the
Constitutional authority to investigate citizens outside the guidelines prescribed by Congress in the late
seventies, when it comes to matters of national security. The most important point for the discussion here is
the simple fact that these allegations do not constitute a conspiracy. Like the heart attack gun, surveillance
of U.S. citizens may be distasteful to you and/or it may have been abused in some ways that have bothered
members of Congress and the general public, but this does nothing to prove that conspiracist thinking is
valid.
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3) The "theory" that, "The FBI poisoned alcohol during Prohibition," is probably the silliest example on this
list. The FBI was not principally in charge of Prohibition enforcement. Those duties fell to the Treasury
Department, and it was Treasury that added poison to industrial alcohol. As the chart mentions, this was
done in the hope that it, "would scare people into not drinking." Since it would be highly ineffective to scare
people by secretly poisoning alcohol, this was done openly, with industrial alcohol clearly labeled as
poisonous. The ethics of what was done are not the issue here; the only question here is, "How can you
count this as a conspiracy?"

4) The "government created AIDS" and the "vaccines cause Autism" crowd love this alleged theory that,
"People may have gotten a cancer-causing virus from contaminated polio vaccines." It is true that in 1959,
a researcher at the National Institutes of Health detected possible problems with the polio vaccine, then
being used to save millions of lives. As with most bureaucratic/institutional changes, it took a few years
before the manner in which polio vaccines were made was changed and this risk was removed. It was never
conclusively proven that anyone actually contracted cancer from this possible risk, where as the benefits of
the worldwide fight against polio are immeasurable. Once again, the most important fact in this discussion,
is that there is no conspiracy here.

5) The last example is similar to the first, "The military attempted to develop a bomb that would make enemy
soldiers 'sexually irresistible' to their commanders." This was not a conspiracy, it was a proposed weapons
development program, that was not unearthed by conspiracists and does not validate conspiracist thinking.

The bottom line for all these alleged "theories" is that there is no there, there. These are examples of things
that have happened, or been proposed, which may ignite anger or ill will toward the government, or some
segment of it, but they do nothing to prove that conspiracies are commonplace or that conspiracist thinking
from the Kennedy Assassination to 9/11 has any validity. There is little in the way of actual conspiracies in
these stories (the mere fact that something is kept secret does not make it a conspiracy) and the fact that all
these things came to light over time only reinforces how difficult secrets are to keep. Massive, needlessly
complex, multi-generational conspiracies (those popular seen as "conspiracy theorists") are not feasible.
The comments below THE BLAZE article do not point out any of the factual or logical problems with this
chart's reasoning, instead they are a stream of conspiracy theories, overblown complaints about and hatred
of the government, and some homophobic jokes and remarks focused mainly on San Fransisco as the test
site for the, "Gay Bomb." Most readers confirm the uncritical nature of the audience for this garbage. These
people seek out "proof," like this article, to validate their fears and they are happy to find it. As one reader,
"woodyee," put it, "Wow. And these were considered FAR-FETCHED conspiracies, which speak VOLUMES
about today’s more credible allegations labeled ‘conspiracies’ by the government, erah, like MOST of the
allegations against the Obammy administration." Who actually considered any of these non-conspiracies to
be, "FAR-FETCHED," is not explained, nor do the "VOLUMES" spoken here offer anything other than an
adrenaline rush to bolster this reader's anti-Obama, apparently racist, anti-government faith. This article
gave him some emotionally satisfying factoids and misrepresentations to latch onto. Sadly he is not alone,
because emotions, lies, and misapplied reasoning is what conspiracists thinking relies on.
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The truth is out there, and it is not all that hard to find, but those who want to believe that all "official stories"
are lies and all "establishments" are set up against them, do not want to be confused by the facts or
hampered by reason. The mere fact that they are out of step with the mainstream is all the proof the faithful
really need to tell themselves they are correct.
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